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Abstract

A mathematical model for endemic malaria involving variable human and mosquito popu-
lations is analysed. A threshold parameter RQ exists and the disease can persist if and only if
RQ exceeds 1. RQ is seen to be a generalisation of the basic reproduction ratio associated with
the Ross-Macdonald model for malaria transmission. The disease free equilibrium always exist
and is globally stable when RQ is below 1. A perturbation analysis is used to approximate the
endemic equilibrium in the important case where the disease related death rate is nonzero. A
diffusion approximation is used to approximate the quasi-stationary distribution of the associ-
ated stochastic model. Numerical simulations show that when RQ is distinctly greater than 1,
the endemic deterministic equilibrium is globally stable. Furthermore, in quasi-stationarity, the
stochastic process undergoes oscillations about a mean population whose size can be approxi-
mated by the stable endemic deterministic equilibrium.
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1 Introduction

Vector borne diseases are endemic in many parts of the world. Amongst them, malaria alone

affects about 300 million people world wide and claims between 1-1.5 million malaria related

deaths annually [8]. In the developing countries, inadequate sanitary conditions provide large

reservoirs of sites which are ideal breeding grounds for the malaria disease vector ([17], [13],

[46], [47], [48],[49]). The literature on mathematical models for communicable diseases is vast.

See, for example, the survey by Hethcote et al. [21]. Most of these models are analysed under

the assumption that the total population is constant - a supposition which is relatively valid

only when studying diseases of short duration with limited effects on mortality but may no

longer hold when dealing with endemic diseases where the effects of changes in population size

and disease induced mortality are significant. A second assumption often made in the analyses

of the dynamics of many epidemic models is that the duration of immunity is independent of

exposure to infection [1], [2], [21]. However, the immunity to malaria appears to be sustained

by continuing exposure ([4, 5]). Hence, the conventional definition of immunity as absolute

refractoriness to infection may be restrictive, as immunity may confer protection against severe

clinical illness without eliminating chronic, mild infections [6]. That is, asymptomatic immune

malaria carriers can be infective. This phenomenon of incomplete immunity permitting disease

transmission is known to exist for malaria and complicates disease control strategies as the

reservoir of infection now includes symptomatic and asymptomatic infected individuals. Though

the mathematical modelling of malaria has flourished since the days of Ross, through Macdonald

to the UN sponsored Garki project ([11], [36], [35], [42],[41], [24], [25], [26], [28], [16],[3]), critical

aspects such as growing population sizes and malaria induced mortality are often neglected in

most of the models for the sake of mathematical tractability.

Given the present trends in global warming, malaria free zones risk being re-colonised by

malaria. Therefore, there is a need to predict the dynamics and transmission of malaria with

grater accuracy and over longer periods of time. In this paper, we study a model for the

dynamics and transmission of endemic malaria, originally derived by Ngwa and Shu [37], which

allows asymptomatic immune carriers to be infectious and also explicitly includes disease induced

mortality as an additional source of death in the human population. Our aim is to derive a

suitable approximation to the solution of the differential equation model in the important cases

where disease related death rates are significant and the population is not constant. A second

objective is to study how stochastic variability affects the transmission dynamics.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we briefly outline the derivation of

the deterministic model. Previous results on the existence and stability of steady states and a

discussion on the basic reproduction ratio are presented in Section 3. A perturbation analysis is

performed in Section 4 where we derive an approximation to the endemic steady state solution in

the important case where the disease induced mortality rate is small but significant. In Section



5, we consider the stochastic analogue of the deterministic model where we also indicate how

to derive the diffusion approximation. In Subsection 5.3 we present some numerical simulations

and round up the paper with some concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 The Basic Deterministic Model

The human and vector populations are divided into classes or states containing susceptible,

incubating, infectious and immune individuals. At time t, there are Sh susceptible humans,

Eh incubating humans, Ih infectious humans, Rh partially immune humans, Sv susceptible

vectors, Ev incubating vectors and Iv infectious vectors. The vector population does not have

an immune class, since we assume that the vector's infective period ends with its death. Nh —

Sh + Eh + Ih + Rh and Nv — Sv + Ev + Iv are respectively the total human and vector populations

at time t. The model assumes all new-borns are susceptible in both populations (no vertical

transmission) and a uniform birth rate. The per capita birth rates for humans and vectors are

A/i > 0 and Â  > 0 respectively. Immune human individuals loose their immunity at a rate

fih > 0. Incubating individuals in both populations become infectious with rates v^ > 0 and

vv > 0. Clinically ill and infectious human individuals either recover with rate r^ (without any

substantial gain in immunity) to join the susceptible class or with rate a:/; into the immune

compartment where they remain for the period of their immunity before joining the susceptible

class. All individuals in both human and vector populations experience per capita death rates

of fh(Nh), fv(Nv) respectively; where fh and fv are assumed to be strictly monotone increasing

continuously differentiable functions of their arguments, and infected human individuals die from

the disease at the additional rate 7^ > 0.

The dynamic transmission of the malaria parasite between and amongst individuals in both

species is driven by the human-biting habit of the mosquitoes. Furthermore, the effective ex-

posure rate (of humans and mosquitoes) to the infection depends on a number of factors which

include the infectivity or transmission probabilities between the species and the number of in-

dividuals in both populations. Thus, each mosquito places on average av bites per unit time on

humans, and during each contact, infective (partially immune) humans can transfer infection to

a susceptible mosquito with probability Chv {chv)-> while infective mosquitoes can transfer infec-

tion to a susceptible human with probability cvh- The full deterministic model may be written

in the form

= \hNh + j3hRh + rhlh - fk(Nh)Sh - (^^j Sh,
dt

dEh

dt

^ = vhEh-{rh + ah+lh + fh{Nh))Ih,dt

— = a I -IB +f (N))R (1)
dt



^ L = XVNV - f v ( N v ) S v - . — — - , a v - i
dt ' \ Nh J \

dt \ Nh J \ Nh

—— = vvEv — fv(Nv)Iv,

together with appropriate initial data at time t = 0. We interpret those quantities involving

division by Nh as zero whenever Nh = 0; cf., Greenhalg [18]. All parameters are assumed

positive and for non-negative constants jih, fJ>v, fJ-2h and fi^v,

fv{Nv) = \lv + ll2vNvi fh\Nh) = l^h ̂  V-2h.Nhi (2)

so that in the absence of the disease, both populations are modelled by the Verhulst-Pearl

logistic growth model ([45], [39]) with carrying capacities (A^ — Hh)lH2h and (A^ — fiv)/fj,2v, for

the human and vector populations respectively. These exist and are non negative if A/j > \Xh and

Xv > fty On adding up the relevant equations in (1), we find that the total populations satisfy

^ = XVNV - fv(Nv)Nv. (3)

It can be shown using standard techniques described in [20] that for the choices of /^ and fv

given in (2), system (1) is well posed from a mathematical and physical standpoint.

It is easier to analyse the model in terms of proportions of susceptible, incubating, infectious

and immune individuals; so we make the change of variables

_ Sh _ Eh _ Ih „ _ Rh _ Sv _ Ev _ Iv
U-Wh>

V-N-h>
 W~ Nh'

R-N~h'
X- NV'V~ NV'Z~ Nv'

 ( 4 )

so that u + v + w + R = 1 and x + y + z = 1. We then scale time2 t with the quantity

1/Hv by setting r = fxvt, and the total populations by their respective carrying capacities by

setting Nh = ((A/j — / z / J / ^ / i ) - ^ , Nv = ((Xv — fiv)/fi2v)N£. Hence, we introduce the following

dimensionless parameters (after dropping the asterisks)

_ + \ _ Xh a _ ^ _ ^ - V h - r h

T — f^v^i A — , p — —, "f — , V — , T — ,
[Xv fj,v flv \iv \l>v

&h Hh C,M AT s cvhavjj,2h{Xv nv)Nv
OL = — , e = — , ( , { N h , N v ) = r- — - — , (5)

Av ,

fJ>v i^y fJ>v i^y

where aside from the parameter, r, we have used Greek letters for parameters relating to human

population. The system (1) becomes

du
— = A(l — u) + PR + rw + "fwu — £uz,
dr
dv , , , .
-— = t,uz + ^yvw — (v + X)v,
dr

2Then, one basic time unit is approximately equal to a mosquito life span. .



dw •> , ,s
—— — vv + yw — (r + a + 7 + X)w,
dr
dR
— = aw + jwR - (/? + A)J?, (6)
dx
— = a(l — x) — bxw — crcR,
dr
dxi
— — (bw + cR)x — (e -f- a)y,
dr
dz
— = ey - az,
dr

where £ is written in a form most suitable to emphasise the density dependence in the effective

contact rate. The equations for the total populations, which in fact determine the behaviour of

£, now take form

^ = (\-e)(l-Nh)Nh-7Nhw, ^ = (a - 1)(1 - NV)NV. (7)

We assume that A — e — 7 > 0 and a — 1 > 0, which then guarantee the existence of nonnegative

equilibrium solutions for N^r) and NV(T) as r —> 00.

3 Existence and Stability of Steady-State Solutions

In this section we present some results concerning the existence and stability of equilibrium or

constant solutions for the model (6). A proposition proved in Ngwa and Shu [37] shows that

there exists at least one equilibrium solution E : (u,v,w,R,x,y,z) — (u* ,v* ,w*, R*, x* ,y*, z*)

with u*, v*, w*, R*, x*, y* and z* all nonnegative, whose existence and stability properties are

determined by the threshold parameter

R =0 a(a +

Such an equilibrium solution is obtained by setting the right-hand side of system (6) to zero

and solving for the scaled state variables. That is, if u*, v*, w*, R*, x*, y* and z* are constant

solutions of (6), they can be expressed in terms of R* by writing

+ \)R*
a + jR* '

03 + X)R* (7(^ + X)R* - M(a + jR*))
(a

w*{R*) =

u*{R*) = 1-R

X*(R*\ =
 a^a ' / '" ' (9)

aa + {ac + b(/3 + A) + 07)^* + c-yR*2'

z*(R*) = ' 6

a + e'' aa + (ac + b(/3 + \) + a-y)R* + cyR*2'
v*(R* = l-u*{R*)-w*{R*)-R*, y*{R*) = l-x*(R*)-z*{R*).

R* is then obtained by using these expressions in the first equation of (6). The result is a

non-linear function of R*, RQ and 7 and closed form solutions for non-zero values of R* are not



readily available. R* = 0 is always a solution (yielding the disease free equilibrium solution).

From an epidemiologically realistic point of view, realistic solutions are those values of R* which

lie in the set {JR* : R* € [0,1]}. For each such R*, values for the other steady states are given

by (9). This nonzero solution is called the endemic equilibrium solution. We easily establish,

see [37] for details, that the endemic value of R* when it exists, should satisfy

i n ( l ,o<j r<mina , ^ - ^ , -5-H—- , (io)

whenever A > e and /? + A > 7. From (7), for A > e (respectively a > 1), in the absence of

disease related deaths, there is exponential growth of both populations near Nh — 0 (respectively

Nv = 0) with saturation near Nh = 1 (respectively Nv = 1). As disease related deaths set in,

a new equilibrium for the total human population whose size is determined by the relative

magnitude of 7 is established. Substituting the steady state value w* into the appropriate

equation from (7) gives

NZ = l-jl-ew*. (11)

This value of N£ can cease to exist if the disease related death rate, 7, is large enough. When

7 = 0, we have the unique endemic equilibrium values

A + B „ av{/3 + \){R0 - 1)
u = — „ „ , w —

z =

A + BR0 ' A + BRQ

a{Ro - 1) „ _
A + BRo ' X

e A Ro-1

_ isaa(R0 - 1) , _ A + BR0

A + BR0 ' (A

a + eA + B Ro

and v* = 1 - u* — w* - R*, y* = 1 - x* — z*, where

A = v{ac

Clearly the endemic state (12) is realistic only when RQ > 1 with Ro < 1 giving the disease free

equilibrium. It has been established, [37], that the disease free equilibrium is globally stable

when Ro < 1, while the endemic equilibrium is globally stable when RQ > 1. We proceed by

using these results.

3.1 The Basic Reproduction Ratio

There are two distinct ways of considering a disease as being brought under control in a popu-

lation of varying size. The stricter way is to demand that the total number of infectives, i.e. the

reservoir of infection, here //,., /„ (and possibly R^) —> 0 with increasing time, while a weaker

demand will be that the proportions w, z, (and possibly R) tend to zero with increasing time;

cf. [9]. One way of doing this is to seek conditions on the parameters of the disease transmission

process that will guarantee the non-existence of a stable endemic state and the existence of a



stable disease free state. The required conditions are provided by the stability results discussed

above which showed that the stability of respective equilibria depend critically on the parame-

ter i?o, defined by (8). RQ is the basic reproduction ratio. It is usually defined as the expected

number of secondary cases produced, in a completely susceptible population, by a typical in-

fected individual during its entire period of infectiousness, and mathematically as the dominant

eigenvalue of a positive linear operator; Diekmann et al. [10]. In the original parameters,

0 ~ CvhavXv Xv + vvXh + uh (fa + Xh)(ah + rk + 7h + Xh) Nh' [ 4 j

The different parameters are explained in Section 2. The formula (14) is a generalisation of the

i?o associated with the Ross-Macdonald model for malaria (reviewed by Aron and May [3] and

modified by Gupta et al. [19]). If we insert a^ = fa = lh — 0, and allow l//_iv -> 0 <- 1/fih,

in (14), we recover the Gupta et al. expression for RQ. Thus, in the previous expressions for

RQ, the disease induced death rate, the incubation periods of the infection and the notion of

partial immunity permitting disease transmission are not included. These additional terms have

a significant effect on the actual value of RQ. Gupta et al. [19] have argued that the basic

reproduction ratio for malaria may be much lower than previous estimates and that the average

age of infection with P. falciparum does not reflect high transmissibility of the parasite, but may

instead be an indication of the circulation of many distinct antigenic strains of the parasite,

each with moderate to low transmissibility. We observe that i?o increases with the biting rate of

the mosquitoes, the number of mosquitoes per human as well as the transmission probabilities.

It is also known that the average level of transmission in endemic areas can get as large as

103 infective mosquito bites per human per year [44]. Hence, in endemic areas where mosquito

densities are high and many adult humans are partially immune individuals with an ability to

transfer the infection to the mosquito whenever it takes a blood meal, RQ can be quite large.

4 A Perturbation Analysis

Given the difficulty in obtaining the closed form values for the steady state solutions because

of its non-linear dependence on 7, we present in this section a perturbation analysis under the

assumption that the presence of disease related deaths can be regarded as a perturbation from

the 7 = 0 state. For the scaling give in (5) if the average life span of the vector is 24 days, then

a disease related death rate of 15 deaths per thousand per year gives 7 « 0.001. Since the scaled

state variables each lie in the interval [0,1], we may assume that a regular expansion in powers

of 7 will converge and write

^x^j\ (15)

where x = (u, w, R, x, z)T and x^ = (u^\ w^\ R^\ x^\ z^)T are column vectors. Sub-

stituting these in the scaled system (6) an equating powers of 7 leads to a hierarchical set of

7



equations.
At 0(1), we have

dr

dr

dr
(16)

dr

dr

which is precisely the system (6) when 7 = 0, v^ = 1 — u^ — w^ — R^ and y(°) = 1 — x^—z^.

Since we know, Section 3, that (16) has a globally stable nonzero steady state when RQ > 1, we

approximate its solution for large time by setting x^ = (it*, w*, R*, x*, z*)T where the starred

quantities are given by (12) so that series (15) is in fact a perturbation from the 7 = 0 steady

state solution.

At 0(7), we have the system

dr
(17)

where

J(x*) =

/

\
/

V

-X-i
—v
0
0
0

f 1 I \

u \
WW
RW
xW

r
-M

a
T I T *

0

/(*) =

— V

-13-
-cx

0

( u

w*2

w

\

A
*

*w*
— w

*R*
0
0

0
0
0

a

\
*

0
0
0

- (0 + e) )

(18)

Xy ' =

It is easy to verify that (18) is the local Jacobian matrix of system (6) at the equilibrium point

x* when 7 = 0.

At O(j2) we have

^ — = Jx{2) + / ( 2 ) , (19)
dr J ' v ;

where
* 1 * t \

/ ( 2 ) = w*Rl+w1R*
— {bw\ + cR\)x\

0



and x^ is the column vector of perturbed variables.

Generally, at 0(7J'), we have

U-V,xU-2\x*), j = 3 , - . - (20)
dr

where the entries in f^' can always be calculated from the solution from the lower order calcu-

lation.

Since the vector f^1' is constant when we assume that the 0(1) solution is the equilibrium

solution, direct methods yield the 0(7) solution which may be written as

5 1 5
Sij9j + 5Z W ^ ' * = 1, • • •, 5 (21)

i=i

where (j is the jth eigenvalue of the matrix J, Sij is the ij-th entry of the 5x5 matrix S satisfying

S~1JS = diag(Ci, i = 1, • • •, 5), g = S~lf^' and Cj, j = 1, • • •, 5 are arbitrary constants. Hence,

near the equilibrium solution x* = (u*,w*,R*,x*,z*)T the system has a solution which may be

approximated for small 7 by

X(T) =X* + JXW{T). (22)

Since it is known that each 3te(£j) < 0, j — 1, • • •, 5, (21) shows that

Xi

We conclude that for large time, the final finite amplitude steady state solution of model (6)

may be approximated for small 7 by the expressions

5 1 . A l
u « u — 7 y —sijgj, w Ki w — 7 >^ —

5 5

R ~ R* _ -v V^ _ «o-rt- r ~ T * - T / V - e , - n ' C941

where M* , w*, JR* , x*, z* are given by (12).

In order to asses the validity of this first order approximation, we numerically calculated the

values of the steady states and compared the results with the approximation (24). Table 1 shows

that this approximation is good and can be used to asses the effect of disease related deaths

in the total population. The final size of the population after disease related deaths set in can

then be calculated from (11) which shows that N* decreases with increasing 7. Figure 1 shows

the long term solution of system (6) for large time. The effects of disease related deaths can be

clearly seen in the curve for the total human population. To see clearly the relationship between



Ro

1.06
4.25
10.62
21.25
42.49
84.98
127.47

exact
0.9900
0.6541
0.3896
0.2327
0.1289
0.0681
0.0463

u*
approx.
0.9897
0.6539
0.3896
0.2328
0.1290
0.0682
0.0464

w*
exact
0.0089
0.3046
0.5375
0.6757
0.7671
0.8206
0.8398

+ R*
approx.
0.0087
0.3044
0.5374
0.6760
0.7681
0.8222
0.8416

exact
0.9509
0.3596
0.2414
0.2021
0.1824
0.1725
0.1693

X*

approx.
0.9514
0.3598
0.2415
0.2020
0.1822
0.1723
0.1689

exact
0.0346
0.4518
0.5351
0.5629
0.5768
0.5838
0.5861

z*
approx.
0.0343
0.4516
0.5351
0.5630
0.5769
0.5839
0.5863

Table 1: Table showing how the final finite amplitude proportional steady state solutions of
system (6) compare with the approximation (24) as i?o increases. RQ was increased by allowing
£ to vary from £ = 0.7 to £ = 8.4 while keeping the other parameters fixed at a = 1.002, e = 2.4,
b = 10, c = 1, @ = 0.35, A = 0.002, r = 0.2, a = 0.3, 7 = 0.001, v = 2.0. These results show that
(24) approximates the final solution very well. As RQ increases the proportions in the reservoir
of infection (w + R and z) increases as is expected. The proportion of infected mosquitoes
increases very rapidly with RQ to over 50% showing that we are indeed in an endemic regime.

Ro and the proportions in the reservoir of infection, we plot w + R against i?0 and display the

result in Figure 2. This figure shows that though the proportion of humans in the reservoir

of infection w + R increases as Ro increases, it also saturates for larger values of Ro- Hence,

the prevalence level varies with the basic reproduction ratio, only in a narrow range of values

of Ro. In this narrow range, small changes in RQ will lead to large changes in the proportions

in the reservoir of infection. If RQ is below one, then the prevalence of the disease is obviously

always zero. Therefore, in regions of endemic malaria were Ro is large, large reductions in

mosquito populations (which will imply large reductions in RQ) will show very little effect on

the prevalence of malaria. The observed behaviour is not new. It has been reported before for

diseases that do not confer immunity such as gonorrhoea ([12]).

To conclude, we recapitulate that the deterministic model simply predicts that there is a

unique threshold parameter that determines the behaviour of the system. That is, assuming

that initially we have at least one infected human (or vector) in the population, if Ro < 1, then

we expect the disease to die out, whereas if Ro > 1, then we expect the disease to tend to the

endemic equilibrium thereby establishing itself in the community.

5 Stochastic Considerations

The deterministic model's prediction of a stable endemic equilibrium whenever we start off the

process with at least one infected individual (vector or human) so long as Ro > 1 is not realistic.

The first event that could occur, in the sequence of possible events, could be the death of this

infective in which case the infection will not spread into the populations irrespective of whether

or not the threshold condition is satisfied. A far more likely occurrence is that the probability

that the disease establishes itself in the population will change. In this section, we examine how

10
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Figure 1: Diagram showing the long-term behaviour of the proportions in the human popula-
tions. £ = 1.4 and all other parameters are as in Table 1. R$ = 20.57. As a result of disease
related deaths, the total human population does not attain its carrying capacity, which in this
section, has been normalised to 1.

we can construct a stochastic analogue of our model. We build our stochastic considerations

on the deterministic model (1) which accounts for the basic events of recruitment (birth and/or

infection) and removal (death and/or recovery) of individuals in the appropriate states.

5.1 The Stochastic Model

Analogous to the state variables in the deterministic model that take on nonnegative values on

the real line, we use the more realistic fact that populations come in discrete integer units and

define stochastic variables that are restricted to take nonnegative integers. We use seven integer

state variables; namely, the number of susceptible humans U(r), the number of incubating

humans V(r), the number of clinically ill and infectious humans W(T), the number of partially

immune and infectious humans -R(T), the number of susceptible mosquitoes X(T), the number of

incubating mosquitoes Y(T) and the number of infectious mosquitoes Z(T) at time r. They take

values in the discrete space {i^, k = 1, • • •, 7} € Z7 where Z is the set of nonnegative integers. We

make use of the Markov property which states that the probability distribution at some future

date given the present state is independent of the past. The resulting multivariable stochastic

process, with discrete state space and continuous time, is a special form of a Markov Chain

called a birth-death process which provides predictions for the future probability distribution

of the state variables. The transition between states in the system is restricted only to nearest

11



-0.2
120 140

Figure 2: Diagram showing the behaviour of the reservoir of infection in the human population,
w + R, as a function of the basic reproduction ratio RQ. In this figure, the dashed line is the
computation from numerical simulation of the full non-linear system (6) while the solid curve is
the theoretical prediction as defined by the steady state solutions (9) when 7 = 0. Parameters:
A = 0.002, j3 = 0.35, 7 = 0, £ = 1.4, v = 2.0, r = 0.2, a = 0.3, a = 1.002, b = 10.0, c = 1.0,
e = 2.4.

neighbour states and a transition rate measures the rate of change of the corresponding transition

probability. The stochastic model accounts for the four overall events of birth, death, infection

and recovery. When these are examined closely, we obtain several elementary events whose

combined effects constitute the overall dynamics of the system. These are summarised in Table

2.

Let efc, k = 1, • • •, 7 be the Arth coordinate unit vector in R7. Let

7

fc=i

be a vector of integers in Z7 and let

X(T) = (U(T),V(T),W(T),R(T),X(T),Y(T),Z(T)) G Z7

be a vector of the random variables at time r. Let the joint probability distribution at time r

be donated by pi and define

Pi(T) = PT{X(T) = «}, t e Z7. (25)

By using the convention that Pi(r) = 0, Vr whenever any coordinate of i is negative, and

considering the different transition rates outlined in Table 2 together with standard techniques

12



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

Basic Event
In the human population
Birth
Natural death - susceptible
Exposure to infection
Natural death - incubating
Emergence of a new infective
Recovery - ill & infective
acquisition of partial immunity
Natural death - ill & infective
Disease related death
Loss of aquired immunity
Natural death - partially immune
In the mosquito population
Birth
Natural death - Susceptible
Exposure to infection
Natural death - exposed
Emergence of a new infective
Natural Death - infective

Transition

x —> x + e\
x —> x — e i

x —> x — e\

x —>• x — e 2

x —> x + e3

x —y x — e.%

x -> x + e4
x -» x — es

x —>• x — B3

x -> x — e4

x —> a; + es
a; -> a; - e5

a; —>• a; — e g

a? 7 a? Cg

x -^ x — e%

x - > a? — e-j

Transition Rate

XNh

fh(Nh)Sh

+ 62 t^IySfxjNy
h(Nh)Eh

- e2 ^£A

+ ej rJfe

- e3 a4
fh(Nh)Ih

lh
+ ei ^i?^

h(Nh)Rh

aNv

fv{Nv)Sv

+ ee (blh + cRh)Sv/Nh

fv(Nv)Ev

+ e7 e£v

/t,(iVv)/v

Table 2: Hypothesised transition rates for the elementary events that constitute the stochas-
tic version of the deterministic model (1). Here, a; is a 7-tuple in Z7 and e^ is the k-th.
coordinate unit vector in R7 so that the quantity x + e\, for example, represents the point
(Sh + ~L,Eh,Ih,Rh,Sv,Ev,Iv) 6 Z7. The parameters, except £, are those given in (5).

as discussed in the books by Nisbet and Gurney [38], Renshaw [40], we can write down the

expressions for the Kolmogorov forward equations for the stochastic model by calculating

dpi ^ ^ ft(r + A r ) - f t ( r ) _
dr AT->O AT

The system arising from (26) is an infinite set of differential equations that describe the evolution

of the joint probability distribution of the random variables {x} £ Z7. The total population

sizes appear as parameters in these equations - an advantage which the stochastic formulation

has over it's deterministic counterpart. Given the size of our system, the Kolmogorov equations

are messy to behold. However, for a given initial probability distribution at T = 0, we can

easily establish that this system of probability equations does not have a limiting equilibrium

probability distribution of population sizes in which {a;} ^ {0}. That is, Pi(r) defined by (26)

is such that

To see this, suppose i = 0. Then, since all parameters are positive, we quickly establish that

dP° r / 1 ^ 3 l + ^ + A(l))pea + (r + a + 7 + A(l))Pe3

/ft(l))Pe4 + fv(l)Pe5 + (e + /«(l))Pe8 + /r,(l)Pe7- (27)
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Now, the right-hand side of (27) cannot be zero unless pej = 0, j = 1, - • • ,7. We can use a

recursive argument to prove the reverse assertion. The stationary solution is therefore degenerate

and non-informative. We note that, from the assumptions of the process under consideration, if

for some T > 0, x = iie-[ +i$e<$ for some integers i\ and is, the infection has gone extinct from the

population and can only restart if a new individual of either type %2 — V', iz = W', i^ = .R, is = Y

and/or iy = Z is introduced. We describe this by saying that the state {x} = {i\e\ + ise5}

is an absorbing state for the infection. When {x} = {iie\ + 25^5}, that is no infection in the

community, then i\ = N^ and 25 = Nv and we expect the system to collapse to the corresponding

stochastic model for the growth models given by (3). In this case, we can approximate the

stationary probability distribution conditioned on non-extinction [40]. It is known that a first

order approximation of the mean of the stochastic logistic growth model coincides with the

long term behaviour of the corresponding deterministic equation. The interesting issue is to

ascertain how the presence of disease related deaths influence these population parameters. The

mathematical problems associated with the stochastic model are appreciably more difficult than

those that go with the corresponding deterministic model. One way of solving for the probability

distribution in time is to use the so called probability generating function. See, for example,

Bailey [7], Gani [14] and Siskind [43]. Since we are interested only in the long-term solution,

we shall seek ways of approximating the stationary distribution, of the associated stochastic

analogue of the deterministic model (1), conditioned on non-extinction. One way is to use a

diffusion approximation.

If it is known that the process whose probability distribution is given by system (26) under

the transition assumptions hypothesised in Table 2 has been going on for a long time and if it is

known that absorption has not yet occurred, then the state of the system is well approximated

by a quasi-stationary distribution. That is, the probability distribution of the system condition

on non-extinction. The quasi-stationary distribution, and the related concept of the time to

extinction has been studied in detail [32, 33]. Taking a cue from these references, we can derive

the differential equation for the quasi-stationary probability distribution of the full stochastic

process by setting

00 00

p ^ = E E"«w = P r ^ T ) = ^ (28)

il=0 i5=0

where

X(T) = X(T) - U(r)ei - X(r)e5, j = i - ixei - i5e5.

If <7i(r) is the probability distribution at time r conditioned on non-extinction, then

qi{r) = Pr{aj(r) =i|max(i2,13,*4,i6, *7) > 0}

1 -PJ=O(T)

14



where pj is defined by (28). Then by differentiating (29) and using the Kolmogorov forward

equations for the state probabilities arising from (26) together with the corresponding equation

for Pj-o, we can derive a corresponding set of equations for the ĝ . The result is a system of

infinitely many non-linear differential equations whose stationary solution yields the sought after

quasi-stationary distribution. It is not possible to solve for the quasi-stationary distribution in

explicit form. Ingemar Nasell [29]-[34] has developed excellent approximations for the quasi-

stationary distribution of the endemic SIS and SIR epidemic models. He shows how we can

extend the work of Kryscio and Lefevre [22] by the systematic use of asymptotic approximations.

It is tedious employing the ideas advanced in the cited references towards the approximation of

(29) because of the prohibitive size of the system. We have thus included it here as a possible

useful basis for future work.

5.2 The Diffusion Approximation

It is a known result that as 'numbers in a population get large', the behaviour of a stochastic

population process tends to a deterministic limit, typically with a diffusion process variabil-

ity about the deterministic limit; Kurtz [23]. Since we know that the system defined by the

deterministic equations (1) possesses a stable endemic steady state, we seek to determine how

stochasticity affects this stable equilibrium. Though Mollison [27], has argued that the approach

of first analysing the deterministic model and then considering its stochastic counterpart could

be the wrong way round in that the use of a deterministic model would be better justified if

it could be established that the given stochastic process can be approximated as the limit of

a deterministic process, we maintain that the results obtained from the deterministic analysis

are often very valuable as they provide clear pointers to possible regions in parameter space

where we can concentrate effort. Moreover, considering the deterministic model is useful both

for the reparametrization and/or approximation that it suggests and for it's clear exhibition of

the bifurcation phenomenon that gives the celebrated threshold theorem of epidemics. In this

section we derive the diffusion approximation to the stochastic process under the assumption

that the basic reproduction ratio i?o is greater than one. That is, the endemic state. We shall

make use of the approximation (24).

To derive the diffusion approximation, we consider the process {x} = {(2:1,0:2, £3, £4,0:5, £6, £7)}

whose components are the scaled state variables of the original process by writing

Nh (^(T) , X2(T), X3(T), Xi(r)) = (U(r), V{r), W(r), R(r)),
) = (X(r),Y(r),Z(r)),

where N^ and Nv are now regarded as parameters. We also modify the scaling in (5) by setting

fJ,vNh fly HV

so that fv(Nv) = 1 + 8VNV, //l(A
r/l) = e + ShN^ and (3) then takes the appropriate form.
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Let the changes in the state variable Xi, i = 1, • • •, 7 during the time interval r + AT be

That is, AX(T) = X(T + AT) — X(T), where Ace € M7 is a column vector. From the hypotheses

of the original process, we determine the mean and variance of the vector of changes Arc. We

employ the methods outlined in the Books by Gardiner [15] and Nisbet and Gurney [38]. For

the mean we have

E{Ax) = b{x)AT + O(AT), (32)

where

b(x)=

rx3

ux2 - (r + a + 7 + fh{Nh))x3

ax3 - (/3 + fh(Nh))xA

« - (fv{Nv) + 6x3

{bx3 + cxA)x5 - (e
V ex6 - fv{Nv)x7

The vector b(x) measures the rate of growth of the expectation. We obtain the local drift matrix

for the diffusion process by calculating the Jacobian matrix of the vector b. Let B(x) be the

Jacobian matrix at the point x. Then

x7

0
0
0
0
0

0
-B22

V

0
0
0
0

r
0

- J 3 3 3

a
-bx5

bx5

0

P
0
0

—B44
-cx5

cx5

0

0
0
0
0

-B55
B$5

0

0
0
0
0
0

-#66

e

&i

0
0
0
0

-fv(N

(33)

where

Bn =

B33 =

B55 =

= bx3

, B44 = /3 + fh(Nh),

) ,

= e + fv(Nv).

We approximate the matrix B(x) by evaluating it at the deterministic critical point x*, whose

approximation is given by (24); cf. [33]. Based on the assumptions on the sequence of transitions,

the covariance matrix of the vector of changes in the scaled state variables during the time

interval (r, r + AT) is found to be

cov(Aa;) = —

1

Si(x) Ox

O2 S2(x)
AT + O(AT),

= — S ( * ) A T + O(AT), (34)
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w h e r e O\ a n d O2 a r e r e spec t ive ly 4 x 3 a n d 3 x 4 m a t r i c e s of zeros, a n d S\ a n d S2 a r e s q u a r e

m a t r i c e s of size 4 a n d 3 respec t ive ly g iven by

' S11

5 , = VA -

where

Su = A

522 =

544 =

556 =

566 =

577 =

rxz

+ (u + fh(Nh))x2,

ax3 + (j3 + fh{Nh))x4,

a + (fv{Nv) + bx3 + cx4)x5,

(e + fv(Nv

fv(Nv)x7.

We also approximate the matrix S(x) by evaluating it at the deterministic critical point x — x*.
1 /2

The process Nh {x — x*} is approximated for large Nh by a seven-variable Ornstein-

Uhlenbeck process with a local drift matrix B(x*) and local covariance matrix S(x*). It is

known, [33], that the stationary distribution of this Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process approximates

the quasi-stationary distribution. It is approximately normal with mean zero and local covari-

ance matrix S where S is obtained from the matrices B and S by solving the matrix equation

- -S{x*) (35)

where BT is the transpose of the matrix B. To obtain S, we must solve a system of 28 linear

equations in 28 unknowns3 and the solution procedure soon becomes very cumbersome. We

used the symbolic manipulator MATHEMATICA, and the MATHEMATICA output showed that

each entry in the matrix £ can be written as a function of RQ, 7, A and B, where A and B

are the parameter groupings given by (13) and RQ is the basic reproduction ratio (8). The

expressions where too complicated to be useful. We therefore illustrate the above analysis with

a numerical example.
3In fact, since S is a 7 x 7 matrix there are actually 49 equations. We use the fact that S is symmetric to

reduce the number of equations to 28
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For the parameter regime used in Table 1 and Figure 1 together with Nv = 2Nh, we numer-

ically computed S to have

E =

/ 0.2373 -0.0069 -0.0360 -0.0158 0.0097 -0.0076 -0.0503 \
-0.0069 0.0923 0.0039 -0.0012 -0.0022 -0.0004 0.0210
-0.0360 0.0039 0.3799 0.0026 -0.1415 0.0532 0.1127
-0.0156 -0.0012 0.0026 0.3131 -0.0209 0.0005 0.0258
0.0097 -0.0022 -0.1415 -0.0209 0.1595 -0.0199 -0.0471
-0.0076 -0.0004 0.0532 0.0005 -0.0199 0.1260 0.0152

V -0.0503 0.0210 0.1127 0.0258 -0.0471 0.0152 0.3179 /

(36)

Hence the marginal distributions of the number of individuals in each state in quasi-stationarity

are approximately normal with means

fiih,HRh) = N£{xi, x*2, x*3, x\) (37)

^ , w J = N*{x%,x%, x*7) (38)

and covariances approximated by of = iV/jS^. an, i = 1, • • • 7 are then respectively the standard

deviations of 5^, •••,JU. These approximations depend on the important parameter Nv/N)l

whose behaviour as time increases depends on the relative natural growth rates of the two

populations. In general, these populations sizes are not equal and our best assumption should

be that in quasi-stationarity, Nv/N^ is constant. Figures 3 & 4 indicates that this assumption

is valid. However, it is natural to assume that the mosquito population grows faster than its

human counterpart and therefore also attains its long term equilibrium configuration before the

human population.

In the endemic regime where the process is in quasi-stationarity, we expect the system to un-

dergo a diffusion process variability around the endemic equilibrium with means and covariances

given by the forgoing approximations. Figure 5 shows this behaviour.

5.3 Simulations

Programs were written in Fortran to simulate system (1) and its results were comprehensively

verified using detailed outputs from a number of runs. For the numerical procedures, we selected

parameters bearing in mind the nondimensionalisation (5). For a given set of parameters, the

value of £ depends on the values of Nv and N^. We have the following interpretation for each

of the parameters used. A = 0.002 corresponds in dimensional terms to an approximate per

capita human birth rate of 30 births per thousand per year. j3 = 0.35 corresponds to a period of

immunity of approximately 68.5 days. As /3 is increased, the period of immunity is reduced and

as f3 —> oo, the model becomes the standard SEIS model in epidemiology. 7 = 0.001 corresponds

to a disease induced death rate of 15 deaths per thousand per year. This is indeed a very high

rate. We took v = 2.0 which corresponds to an intrinsic incubation period of 12 days. We

assumed that a smaller proportion of humans recover from infection without gaining immunity

and set r = 0.2, a = 0.3. These correspond to an infectious period of between 80 and 120 days
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2 0 30 40
time X 1OO0

5 0 6O

Figure 3: Diagram showing the behaviour of the number of mosquitoes per human as r —> oo.
This quantity appears in the formula for Ro. Its behaviour as time increases depends on the
relative growth rates of the two populations. The three graphs shown are for the cases A—e < a—I
(solid lined), A — e — a - 1 (dashed line) and A — e > a — 1 (dotted line). Here, 7 = 0.001 £ = 1.4,
RQ = 21.25 and all other parameters are as in Tabel 1. Because of disease induced deaths,
Nv/Nh converges to different values for the different cases.

for individuals in each category. We assume that the mosquito population has a net positive

growth rate and take a = 1.002. Following estimates given in Singer and Cohen [42], Gaton et al.

[16] and Nedelman [36], we take b = 10.0. This gives the transmission rate from human to vector

to be about 0.4167. Though we assume that immune human individuals may still be infectious,

we also assume that the infectiousness of members from this class is small compared to that of

members in the infectious compartment and arbitrarily set c = 6/10. e = 2.4 corresponds to and

extrinsic incubation period of about 10 days. We take 1/e « human life span. We have assumed

a mosquito life span of about 24 days and a human life span of 70 years. The values of <5̂ , 5V

and e where chosen bearing in mind the expected values of the respective carrying capacities

(A — e)j8h and (a — 1)/SV for the human and mosquito populations when 7 = 0.

For the deterministic model, different forms of initial data were used. The simplest type of

initial data which considered the whole population to be essentially susceptible and introduced

one infectious mosquito (or human) at time t = 0, was also tried and tested. The results where

qualitatively the same as those for the other cases. However, the general form of the solutions is

determined by the way in which the quantity €(N/t,Nv) -» f (JV£, 1) and on the relative growth

rates of the two populations (See Figures 3 and 4.). The numerical simulations clearly show
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10 2O 30 4O
time X 1000

5 0 6 0

Figure 4: Diagram showing the behaviour of the number of mosquitoes per human as r —> oo.
Parameters are the same as in Figure 3 but with 7 = 0. Since the disease related death rate is
zero, Nv/Nh converges to the same value for all growth rates.

that the endemic steady state solution is unique and is globally stable and that disease related

deaths do in fact reduce the number of available individuals for contact and hence also reduce

the prevalence.

For the stochastic simulation, the unit interval was divided into 17 equal parts following

the different events. Uniform random numbers in the interval [0,1] were then generated using

the long period random number generator of L'Ecuyer with Bays-Durham shuffle and added

safeguards [50]. Depending on the value of the random number, the appropriate event was

updated as hypothesised in Table 2. Stochastic realisations show that the process does not in

fact tend to a fixed endemic value but that it oscillates about the deterministic equilibrium.

This stochastic variability is interpreted as a random movement in the state space of non-

negative integers Sh, E^, Ik,Rk, Sv, Ev and Iv. We expect the random movements to continue

until extinction of the infection (if ever). The random movement is subjected to a drift in the

direction of the trajectory of the deterministic model. The drift is strong far a way from the

endemic equilibrium point x* and weak in the vicinity of x*. In contrast to the fixed behaviour

of the deterministic model, when the total populations were regarded as essentially susceptible

and a single infected individual was introduced, a few realisations were seen to have gone extinct

very early in the stochastic process and the infection did not establish itself in the population

irrespective of the size of RQ. This behaviour clearly shows the superiority of the stochastic model
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Figure 5: Diagram showing the typical behaviour of the marginal distribution of the proportions
in the reservoir of infection in the human population (Ih + Rh)/Nh in quasi-stationarity. The
dashed line is the deterministic solution while the oscillating curve is the stochastic realisation.
The initial data was chosen near the deterministic steady state values. Here Nv/N^ = 2 with
Nh = 500000 and Nv = 1000000, A = 0.002, £ = 1.4, Ro = 21.25, 7 = 0.001 and all other param-
eters are as Table 1. The stochastic model exhibits strong oscillations around the deterministic
mean.

over its deterministic counterpart. In the simulation shown in Figure 5, the initial conditions

where chosen near the endemic steady-state of the deterministic model and each human was

assigned two mosquitoes.

6 Concluding remarks

Though mathematical models for malaria in particular and vector borne diseases in general are

well established, the unrealistic assumption of constant population sizes is often made. In this

paper, we analysed an SEIRS mathematical model that involves variable human and mosquito

populations. We showed how one can approximate the number of fatalities that might arise

as a result of malaria using a perturbation analysis. Numerical evaluations showed that our

first order approximation is good and can be used to study the effect of disease induced deaths

in the human population. Though our primary objective was to study endemic malaria and

the consequent disease related deaths in endemic regions, our results can be applied to other

infectious diseases of humans such as dengue fever where the number of disease related deaths

can be high. Our results fit the pattern of previously analysed models. That is, there is a
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threshold parameter RQ and the disease can persist if and only if i?o exceeds one. The disease

free equilibrium always exists and is globally stable if RQ < 1 while for RQ > 1, the endemic

equilibrium is globally stable. The number of individuals in the reservoir of infection increases

as RQ increases from 1 and saturates as Ro is further increased to large values. These results

were confirmed by numerical simulations.

Our analysis yielded a generalisation of the formula for the basic reproduction ratio for

malaria. The modified formula shows that if more and more humans become asymptomatic

immune carriers with enough parasite loads to transmit the infection to mosquitoes, then the

value of RQ gets larger and it then becomes difficult to control the infection in the community.

In these circumstances, so long as the net growth rate of the mosquito population is positive,

abruptly reducing the density of the mosquito population, will not have a significant effect on

the prevalence of malaria in endemic regions where the basic reproduction ratio RQ is large.

We must turn our attention on the human population as well and address the phenomenon of

immunity permitting disease transmission that is known to exist for malaria. We have thus

provided a framework for studying control strategies towards the containment of malaria.

We also considered possible extensions of our results from the deterministic theory to a

stochastic framework. Though our efforts were hindered by the size of the system under con-

sideration, we derived the diffusion approximation that can be used to study the stationary

properties of the process. We also carried out numerical simulations which showed that in

quasi-stationarity, the stochastic process undergoes a diffusion type variability about the en-

demic deterministic equilibrium.

We have not been able to present analytic results for the stochastic process. To achieve this,

it may be desirable to re-parameterise the system. This and other aspect of the model such as

Aron's [5] theory of immunity by boosted exposure, the modification of the recovery rates to

include the use of anti malarial drugs are aspects under investigation.
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